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NATIVE LANDSCAPE DESIGN IN ALASKA
Larinda Peterson
As the frontiers of Alaska are developed in the coming years, there is a progressive need for landscape
design that appropriately embraces the native wilderness, while creating livable environments for the
people who cohabitate with nature at its fullest. This insight and real life application present an
interesting understanding of the possibilities for landscape design in Alaska. With a rich history and
diverse habitat, the constraints upon land transformation reflect an inert need for preservation of
wilderness and the native landscape, protection of viable resources (peat bogs, wetlands, fresh water,
vegetation and wildlife), and restoration of disturbed lands.

Though still considered a state with dramatically low human population, the development opportunities

•

in key areas of Alaska with moderate climate conditions are becoming realized. While time continues to
prove that mans relationship with the wild is a complicated one at best, it boils down to personal choices
as to what to do with the situation at hand. To choose development practices of sustainable design
which can preserve the land and emphasize a certain pre-existing character of the place, can be difficult
when compared to traditional practices of development already trained in workers and ingrained in the
minds ofleaders of "progress".

Though I believe quite strongly that it is within the heart of man to want to live in balance with nature, it
can be said to be accepted by most as a reasonable casualty of progression and development. Land must
be cleared for settlement, wild animals cannot be allowed to roam freely among our children, and
resources must be used for survival and advancement in technology. Without modification of the land,
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our lives would be understandably more difficult. But, to compliment the land comes at a level much
more attainable than many may believe.

•

Change on a Large Scale:
Envisioning on a larger level, it may be in our best interest to alter the strategy of our regional planning
of communities. Human living developments within the United States and other countries have, in
many instances, developed into incoherent and sprawled communities. As this creates a strong lack of
unity among settled areas, the urban growth then becomes disjointed and unconsolidated, wasting
precious land and resources. Without concern for uncontained growth into natural open spaces, the
issue has created a founded worry over the future of these natural landscapes and the wildlife within
them. As development continues to creep outward, native habitats become encroached with farms,
subdivisions and industry. A scenario more closely resembling that of created wildlife corridors could
be a key concept to the development of more rural areas such as Alaska

•

Essentially important are the lands just outside of rural communities, because these may be some of the
last refuges for plant, animal, and insect life in their native environments. With an ecosystem so fragile
yet so vital to all life, it is important to find a way to subsist in accordance with one another. Presently,
rampant growth is encouraged in counties, while wildlife corridors are created as an afterthought in
order to assist a then desperate migrating animal population. There is a need for a stronger balance
between the native environment and the inhabited rural environment within our current development
practices. An alternative to the newly adopted addendum of wildlife corridors, is the creation of
'Human Corridors' as city and regional design. By basing development along major connecting
vehicular arteries, much like wildlife corridors are placed along migration routes, rural growth is then
lineated and encouraged to grow concentrically out from this circulation route, but within a growth
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boundary. The consolidation of development in these rural environments can preserve the remaining
native lands and wildlife in emergent areas.
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Change on a Large Scale: Past Practices of Land Consumption

Founded on agriculture and commerce, the United States has promoted the idea of expanding into the
native landscape for centuries. Manifest Destiny and the development of the Louisiana Purchase,
advanced a land grab encouraging American citizens to migrate west and populated the landscape. To
be managed in an orderly way, the land was divided into plots and sold or even given away. While this
did settle the country, it formed an unstructured ownership of land. This is seen even up into Alaska. In
time public lands became random chunks in usually undesirable areas, unconnected and often
completely surrounded by private lands.

The greatest problems resulting from this occurrence include the loss of valuable habitat and blockage of
•

animal migration routes by private lands, creating fragmentation of native wilderness. Patchy routes
make travel difficult and dangerous, while increasing chances of human interaction. It is also shown
that a connected migration route, as opposed to one disjointed, facilitates cross-pollination of plant
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life and promotes increased use by local animals, especially birds
•

(Elmiger).

As the effects of rural

habitation on wildlife have been brought to life, increased integration of these corridors have been
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developed along existing utility right-of-ways, decommissioned rail lines , and existing waterways. But,
these routes are often substandard and flawed for the purpose they fill. The corridors usually follow
only roughly along migration routes, and they are often narrow and tight for populations , exposing them
to predators and inflicting added stress

(Elmiger).

Additionally , plant life can be over-consumed and

trampled in these areas, making re-growth difficult. It is understandable that wildlife often wander into
private lands in search of food and easy routes, especially in times of famine or hardship. Our ecosystem
is a co-dependant system. If wildlife cannot find what they need in their surroundings, they must look
elsewhere in order to survive . Unfortunately, this can bring about conflict between many landowners
and the animals and plant life that encroach their lands , especially when health and safety issues are
raised. This can be seen in Anchorage, Alaska where residents are often faced with conflict between
humans and bears or moose

•

(Partnow).

Nevertheless, the standard of developing land for man's sake, then

fixing the problems caused , is the consistent strategy for ' dealing' with native populations .

It is important to determine then, how much land a community really needs for functionality and
aesthetics. Currently, our land-use is overextended and necessitates new city planning practices . We
operate in a country of local planning ordinances and individual decisions on land-use and development.
Value on environmental assets can vary dramatically between communities. Too often is development
looked at from a microscopic view of what is immediately in front of us, while the whole picture of how
an ecosystem and the community-at-large work together , is left aloof or just plain ignored . As we
continue to sprawl our neighborhoods and agricultural lands into the last existing native areas , we lose
what opportunities we have left for healthy wildlife corridors and preservation of natural resources . It is
for this reason that I propose a new type of development for rural and urban communities that are settled
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amongst native wildlife : Human Corridors .
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Change on a Large Scale: Alternative Design Concepts

There are still opportunities for alternative design of
rural and urban communities that border against
native and wild habitats. By creating corridors for
human habitation as opposed to corridors for wildlife,
a new balance between the two can be created.
Through preserving native watersheds, migration
routes, forests, and other wildlife communities, and
consolidating community development, the natural resources we depend upon can be preserved. Human
corridors are created as a series of communities along a linear plane (often a roadway or transit system)
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with specific growth boundaries and encouragement of hierarchy in development layout and planning .
Planning of land use is controlled at the local level but as a part of a large, general area plan involving
all communities within an ecological region. Important guidelines to take into account include the need
for:

1. Laws establishing growth limits around existing cities and relating new development to the
availability of infrastructure and public facilities.
2. Local zoning that ties development directly to the carrying capacity of the natural landscape
and environment.
3. Public policies that make the creation of communities along a consolidated corridor the
primary objective of development regulation .
4. Restoration of natural landscapes in by-passed and derelict areas, and other policies to restore
vitality to older cities, reducing the need for development into new areas. (Barnett)
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It is essential for municipalities to work together in order for this regional approach to have any chance
of success. As humans, we must think in terms of 'land usage' rather then 'land ownership'. By sharing
accessibility of land and responsibility for the welfare of all who use it, we become stewards of the land
and not merely consumers of its goods. Man can live in harmony with the native environment through
smart design practices.

The concept of creating Human Corridors, instead of Wildlife Corridors, opens new possibilities for the
native environment. With ample connections to wide areas of land, wildlife migration, and plant and
animal habitation have a better chance for healthy survival and a healthy relationship with the human
community. This type of development requires cooperation on the part of all communities within an
affected region, but the results can far outweigh the work involved.
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Change on an Individual Scale:
As individuals, the impacts of development can still be justly and capably dealt with on a smaller scale.
As land owners begin to understand the effects of smart design and how influential it can be on the
surrounding landscape as well as the land built upon, they seek a remedy for blending new development
into existing landscape. Man can seek to still bring settlement and "progress" into the land but in a
softer and more conscious way. Some of these practices include:
•

Minimum impact demolition with heavy fines for accidental destruction of protected vegetation.

•

Smaller building footprints.

•

A more organic layout of roadways according to ridges and existing topography, as opposed to
the traditional grid system.

•

•

Use of native plants in landscape design and removal of noxious weeds.

•

Preservation of wetlands .

•

Use of local building materials.
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In the following case study of Misty Ridge, mitigation is ensued which aims to follow these guidelines
and take them deeper with specific design intentions and answers to pending site issues. These
preliminary plans and site analysis address the developments goals while always keeping the
environment and native landscape in the forefront of all decisions. These same ideals can be taken with
the design of individual homes in the Alaskan wilderness. With patience, a good plan, and attention to
detail, an inspired foresight can be brought into reality.

Conclusion
Mankind must make the personal decision to include a conscious respect for the natural environment
into his way of creating the built world. As the frontiers of Alaska continue to increase in population,
there is a need for landscape design that appropriately embraces the native wilderness, while still
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•

creating the livable environments for the people who live with nature. This insight and real life
application present an interesting understanding of the possibilities for landscape design in Alaska .
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CONCEPT
As the frontiers of Alaska are developed in the coming years , there is a progressive need for landscape design that appropriately embraces the native
wilderness, while creating livable environments for the people who cohabitate with nature at its fullest. The works presented here include studies into
native plant life on the Kenai Peninsula in Alaska, as well as the creation of
an actual plan for the development of a resort on the peninsula. This research
and real life application present an interesting insight into the landscape design of Alaska.
DESIGN ELEMENTS
Log Cabins - This raw and interesting architecture brings charac
ter to the site. The style is true to the place, using local timber and
utilizing nearby companies.
Roadway - This new road into the site will be paved with Decom
posed Granite for added longevity and greater permeability.
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Storage Units - Providing year-round storage for annual visitors to
park boats and equipment. This is a particularly useful element due
to a lacking of general storage in the area .
Native Plants - A major part of this design is the use of only
native plantings in the re-vegetation. By using natives, this design
provides value to the ecosystem by creating feeding opportunities
for wildlife , cover from predators and by discouraging the spread
of noxious weeds
Lighting - Street lamps will be added along the roadway and in
front of each cabin as a safety measure during the evening hours
and long dark winters .
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THE KENA I PENINSULA IN ALAS KA

MOSQUITO ERADICATION
1 .,

•

Probably the most difficult site problem is the abundance of mosquitoes
in the area. While complete eradication is near impossible, steps can be
taken to decrease the existing population. Due to the delicate ecosystem,
any hazardous chemicals should be avoided.

<I•,' '•
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The greatest incubator for mosquitoes is standing water, making the wet
bog on site a major key to the issue. By stocking the water with fish annually, the numbers can be cut back dramatically. Also, the removal of
excess low brush around the cabin areas will discourage their presence .
CABIN PERSP ECTIVE

THE IMPORTANCE OF PEAT BOGS

Peat bogs are a rare habitat, forming a unique home for a wealth of plants,
animals and insects. They also provide a stopping off point for native and
migrating birds. Because peat bogs can be thousands of years old, they
contain layers of historical data. By examining sections of the peat, scientists can tell what our landscape was like, what type of animals inhabited
the area, and what weather conditions prevailed . By destroying peat bogs,
we lose opportunities to understand our past. For this reason the design of
Misty Ridge works to preserve as much bog land as possible by enhancing
its use for visitors .
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ALASKA CEDAR
CHAMAECYPARJS NOOTKATENS/S

NOOTKAROSE
ROSA NUTKANA

ALPINE LAUREL
KALMIA MICROPHYLLA

PACIFIC WILLOW
SALIX LUC/DA SSP LAS/ANDRA

BALSAM POPLAR
POPULUS BALSAM/FERA

PAPER BIRCH
BETULA PAPYRJFERA

BEBBWILLOW
SALIX BEBBIANA

PRICKLY CURRANT
RIBES LACUSTRE

BITTER BUFFALOBERRY
SHEPHERD/A CANADENS/S

QUAKING ASPEN
POPULUS TREMULOIDES

BLACK CROWBERRY
EMPETRUM NIGRUM

RED ELDERBERRY
SAMBUCUS RACEMOSA VAR RACEMOSA

BLACK SPRUCE
PICEA MARIANA

RED HUCKLEBERRY
VACCINIUM PARVIFOLIUM

BOG ROSEMARY
ANDROMEDA POL/FOL/A

SALAL
GA ULTHERIA SHALLON

COMMON SNOWBERRY
SYMPHORICARPOS ALBUS

SHRUBBY CINQUEFOIL
DASIPHORA FLORJBUNDA

FELTLEAF WILLOW
SALIX ALAXENS/S

SITKA MOUNTAIN ASH
SORBUS S/TCHENSJS

FOOL'S HUCKLEBERRY
MENZIES/A FERRUGINEA

SITKA SPRUCE
PICEA SITCHENSIS

GREENE MOUNTAIN ASH
SORBUS SCOPULINA

SWEETGALE
MYRJCAGALE

HARDHACK
SPIRAEA DOUGLASII

THIMBLEBERRY
RUBUS PARVIFLORUS

KINNIKINNICK
ARCTOSTAPHYLOS UVA-URS/

TWINBERRY
LON/CERA INVOLUCRATA

LABRADOR TEA
LEDUM GROEN LAND/CUM

WESTERN SERVICEBERRY
AMELANCHIER ALNJFOLIA

LEATHERLEAF
CHAMAEDAPHNE CALYCULATA

WILD RED RASPBERRY
RUB US IDAEUS

MOOSEWOOD VIBURNUM
VIBURNUM EDULE

WOODS'ROSE
ROSA WOODS/I

MOUNTAIN CRANBERRY
VACCINIUM VITIS-IDAEA

